
              

Microsoft Teams Rules 
Please have a discussion with your child on the following: 
Elm and Birch have access to Microsoft Teams while we are home learning. This platform 
is for sharing work that you have been doing and chatting with your classmates. We 
want these experiences to be happy and safe for all and have devised a set of rules we 
would like everyone to follow so communication in classes can still be available to all in 
these strange times.  
 

1. You should only be posting on this platform between 9-3pm, Monday to Friday. 

2. Posts should be friendly and polite in nature as they would be if talking in real-life. 

3. Posts should not be repeated if someone doesn’t reply and should not be just saying ‘Hello’ 

so that these posts don’t flood the page and classes can see more. (Remember online 

chatting isn’t instant like real life chatting)  

4. When replying to a post, you must click reply and not 

start a new thread so that the conversations don’t 

become confusing. 

5. If you are chatting to one person, please use the @ and 

type their name so they will know you are chatting to 

them or email them if you think that is appropriate. (Mr 

Smith monitors this regularly). 

6. Webcam should be used with your parents’ permission so they can monitor its use. Please 

don’t go on without asking them. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Live Lesson Rules 
 

Please follow these rules so that a live lesson can run smoothly. 
 

1. When attending the meeting ensure your mic and webcam is off so that Mr Smith and Miss 

Hirst can be heard. 

2. Your teachers will let you know if they want you to talk and show your webcam to the 

group so everyone can hear each-other (as they would when they ask you to put your 

hand-up in lesson to give your ideas). 

3. Everyone will have an opportunity to say hello at the beginning before the lesson starts 

and to wave goodbye at the end.  

4. Please use the chat tab in the meeting to type a reply or ask your teacher any questions. 

These rules may be updated as new ways of working are developed. 
If these rules aren’t followed, then access to this platform might have to be revoked. 

 
Thank you for helping to keep this new way of learning happy and safe for all. 
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